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1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to show a Radon-
Nikodym theorem in general PP*-algebras as follows: Let i f be a 
W*-algebra, and #, \[s two normal positive linear functionals on M 
such that yp ĵ<£; then there is a positive element to of M with 0 ̂ t0 â 1 
satisfying rJ/(x)~<j>(tQXto) for all xQM (Theorem 2). This theorem is 
the affirmative solution to a problem raised by Dixmier [l, p. 63] 
and the author [3, p. 1.46 and Question 2 in the appendix]. A less 
cogent Radon-Nikodym theorem in general PF*-algebras has been 
proved by the author [3, p. 1.46]. 

2. Theorems. To prove the above theorem, we shall provide some 
considerations. 

Let M be a W*-algebra, <f> a normal positive linear functional on M. 
For a, # £ M , put (Ra<p>)(x) =<f>(xa); then Ra<j> is a c-continuous linear 
functional on M. Then we shall show 

PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that Ra<f> is self-adjoint; then we have 
| (Rad>)(h)\ = \<t>{ha)\ g \\a\\<t>(h) for h (^0) EM. 

PROOF. By the assumption, (Ra<l>)*(x)~ [(ito<£) (#*)]- = [<f>(x*a)]~ 
= [<t>((a*x)*)]~=<t>{a*x) = (Ra<t>)(x) =*<t>(xa) for x^M. 

Hence <t>(a*x)=<f>(xa)f so that <[)(xa2) ~<f>(xaa) ~<l>(a*xa) ; therefore 
Ra2<t>çï0 and so, analogously, we have <£(xa4) =<£((#*) *#a2). 

By the analogous discussion, we have 

<t>(xa*n*1) - <!>({a*n)*x(a?)) for x G M. 

Then, for A^O, 

|*(*a) | = \<t>{hlW>a)\ £ <t>(hyt*<t>(a*hayi2 

« 4>(hyi*4>(ha*yi* g <t>(hy'2{<f>(hyt*<l>((a*)*ha2yi2}w 

= <i>(hy»<i>(hyf*<f>(ha*yt*=: ^(ff)1 /2*1 '4^4)1 '4 

= <f>(h)$~* «/* > 4>(ha*nyi*'=* <t>(hy~li* ^ha?)1'* 

- ^*)M /»1ol|( | |# | | | lA| |)^^| |aIk(*) (n-+ «o). 
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Hence we have |0 ( fo) | ^||a||0(A). 
This completes the proof. 
Now we shall show an application of Proposition 1. For bÇzM, we 

consider a linear functional Rb</>t then 

THEOREM 1. Let Rb<f> = Rv\Rb<f>\ be the polar decomposition of Rb<f> 
(cf- [2L [3])ï then the absolute value \Rb<j>\ of Rb<j> is majorized by 
\\b\\<f>, that is, \Rb<l>\ ^ \\b\\</>. 

PROOF. Since \Rb</>\ =Rv*(Rb</>) (cf. [2], [3]), \Rb<t>\(x)=<l>{xv*b), 
so that by Proposition 1 we have 

| <t>(hv*b) | = <t>(hv*b) g ||fl*ô||<KA) 

^||è||0(Â) for h ( è 0) G M. 

This completes the proof. 
Now let s(<t>) be the support of </> and we shall consider the W*-

algebra s(<j>)Ms(<t>). Let <£ be the restriction of <t> on s(<t>)Ms((t>). 
Let 7T*(ê<£) be the W*-representation of s(<f>)Ms(<l>) on a Hubert 

space §<£ constructed via <£, then we can consider s(<t>)Ms(<f>) as a 
concrete W*-algebra on the Hubert space §<£. Let £ be the image of 
s(<t>) in §<£, then <j>(x) = (x£, £) for *£S(<£)1TS(<Ê), where ( , ) is the 
inner product of §<£. 

Let {s(<f>)Ms(<l>)}' be the commutant of s(#)Ms(<£) in §<£, then 
[s(<l>)Ms(<l>)£] = [ {5(0)ilf5(0)} '£] = §<£, where [(•) ] is the closed linear 
subspace of §<? generated by (-)i namely, £ is a separating and gener
ating vector of s(<f>)Ms(<l>). 

Now we shall show 

THEOREM 2. Let yf/ be a normal positive linear functional on M such 
that yp^4>\ then there is a positive element t0 of M with 0 g/ 0 â 1 satisfy
ing \f/(x) =4>(hxto) for xÇiM. 

PROOF. Let $ be the restriction of \p on s((j>)Ms(<l>) ; then yp :g<£ and, 
therefore, there is a positive element hó with||Ao'|| g l o f {s(<t>)Ms(<t>)}' 
such that $(x) = (xhjÇ, h{£) for xGs(<l>)Ms(<l>). 

Now we shall consider a c-continuous linear functional ƒ' on the 
W*-algebra {s(<t>)Ms{<l>)}' as follows: ƒ'(ƒ) = (y'hJè, £> for 
/ G {*(<£) Jlf5(</0 h then ƒ = ^Jg', where g'(y') = </£, £> for 
y e {5(0)^(0)}'. 

Since g'^0, by Theorem 1, \f'\ g||&0'||g', so that there is a positive 
element U of s{<j>)Ms{<}>) with 0 ^*o ̂  1 such that | / ' | ( / ) = <//0£, £>. 

Then 

I/'I (/) = *(.'>.ƒ'(/) - ƒ'(/*'*) = «'(yVW), 
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where i£*'|/'| =ƒ' is the polar decomposition of ƒ'. 
Hence 

iory'e{s(<t>)Ms(<f>)}'. 
Since [{$(<£)itfs(<£)}'£] = £<?, we have to£ = v'*h<!£ and so Î/'*0£ 

= irV*Ao'& 
On the other hand, 

<yW* W U > - I ƒI (yV) - **' I f 160 - ƒ GO 

hence v'v'*hd £ = Ao'£ and so vft0^ = hó^. Therefore, 

= <**'«, f'/of) = (aw'V/tf, /of) 

= <sz>'*Ao'£, / o f ) = <**<*, <o*> 

= </o*/o£, £) 

= <£(/o*/o) for a; G s(<t))Ms((t)). 

N o w we have 

= f(tos(<t>)xs(<t>)to) 

= <t>(toxto) for s G Af • 

This completes the proof. 
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